NAMTOSE PROSPERITY MANTRA

OM BENZA VANA-YE SOHA
Namtose is a Buddha of Wealth and the Guardian King of the Northern direction. He has one face, and
two arms and rides upon a snow lion. His face has a stern expression with bushy eyebrows and a beard,
and his eyes are wide and round. His body a rich golden yellow in color. His right hand holds a victory
banner, while his left holds a mongoose, commonly associated with good fortune in ancient India. The
mongoose spits jewels symbolizing his capacity as a wealth deity. Namtose has two main aspects: that of
a warrior protector and that of a deity of wealth. He is one of the primary protectors, specifically serving
as the protector of the middle scope of the Lamrim (stages of one’s path). In his capacity as one of the
Four Directional Guardians, he is often depicted on the outer walls of monasteries and temples, to
safeguard against harmful interferences.
Use a set of Mala beads and chant this 111 times a day for 40 consecutive days. Do more if situation
requires (40, 80, 120 days, etc.). NOTE: Most Mala have 108 beads. In the Tibetan Bon tradition, the
mantra is chanted 111 times.
His spiritual energy in the form of sound helps to transform the mind (Mantra):

OM BENZA VANA-YE SOHA
For the best results:
Small bowl of rice, small cup of whiskey in the center, a few pennies or dimes in with the rice. Ask the
wealth god for a little windfall. His name is Namtose and he is really great! He also likes Florida Water.
When it has been around three days, take it to the woods and just give it all to nature and replace with
fresh offerings.
To learn more about Tibetan Bon, contact Padma Gonpo Rinpoche:

https://www.facebook.com/padma.gonporinpoche.1

